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EDITORIAL
Keep Calm and Carry On:
Brexit is not the end
of the world

In the days following the
EU referendum, the media
have been alight with panic
and doom stories listing the
ways that leaving the EU will
damage our country and our
lives. But will Brexit really ruin
everything? Or is it actually a
choice, made by a democracy,
which has the possibility of
making change for the better?
A petition has been circulating
on the internet entreating
parliament to repeat the EU
referendum. Those arguing
for it often imply that only the
old, the stupid and the bigoted
voted to leave. Surveys claim
that of the age group of 18-24
year-olds, 76% voted remain.
However, only 36% of this
age group turned out to vote,
so surely it would be unfair
for those who did not vote to
then complain that it was an
unfair vote. Notably, 83% of
those over 65 voted. Some are
claiming that this in itself made
the vote an unfair one because
the proportion of voters from
older generations to younger
generations is so large. This
seems to suggest that the value
of a person’s opinion decreases
relative to their age, or rather,
to the approximate amount of
time that they have left to live in
the world they are influencing.
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AMELIA CALVERT
13 Clegg

However, is this not
incredibly disrespectful
towards the older
generations? These men
and women have worked in
and contributed to our society
for a lifetime, and now we want
to take away their opportunity
to influence our country with
the decades of wisdom and
experience which we younger
people have not yet gained.
Notably, many members of
the older generation are those
who fought to attain this very
democracy of which we are so
proud.
Obviously this is an issue
of huge importance, which
should not be decided purely
on the basis of the age of the
participants. In a society which
claims to be driven by equality,
and the validity of everyone’s
opinion regardless of race,
gender, social class, economic
background, or age, it seems
shocking that we could be
capable of such disrespect and
disregard for those who have
contributed most to our society,
and have gained the most
wisdom and experience over
time.
With regard to the effects of
the EU referendum, things are
going to change. We will have
a new prime minister within
the next year, and we will
gradually move towards an
exit from the EU. The media
have some degree of a doomand-gloom mindset about the
effects of Brexit, particularly

MATTHEW FAIRHURST
13 Roberts

concerning the decline in the
value of the pound. According
to the Guardian, the pound
fell to a 31-year low as it was
announced that we would
leave the EU. However, as
with all things, this must be
understood in its wider context.
The graph below illustrates the
depreciating value of the pound
upon the announcement of
Brexit, within the context of the
last decade.
This clearly demonstrates the
earth-shattering event of the
‘post-Brexit fall of the pound’ in
its proper context. The value of
the pound changes all the time.
It rises and falls constantly, and
it is only a matter of time until it
rises or falls again.

So, rather than rejecting
and trying to overturn what
democracy has given us, let’s
pitch in together, regardless
of our differing views, to make
the best of the result of the EU
referendum. Working together
and doing the best with what
we have is all that can be asked
of us. Surely if we do so, we
can have nothing to fear in the
future ahead of us.
AMELIA CALVERT 13 Clegg

LONDON, HERE WE COME!
media, Jessica contacted series
director Carl Thompson and has
not looked back.
Since joining the team, Jessica
has been involved in a number
of competitions. Most recently,
on 25 June, Jessica took part in
the Stockton StreetVelodrome.
This was essentially a pop-up
cycling track, which can be set
up in many places all around
the country. This allows for
a taste of the Olympics much
closer to home! The overall
winner of the competition is
generally the winner of the
most medals. After a thrilling
ride, Jessica won bronze medal
in the competition!
Jessica Watts (12 Clegg) has
been competing in a series of
StreetVelodrome competitions
as part of a team of cyclists
known as the ‘Angels of the
North’. Having seen an advert
for a female cyclist on social

The winners will travel to
London to participate in a
‘Super Final’ which will be
erected outside of Buckingham
Palace. Amateurs are also given

the opportunity to compete in
the London finals.
Jessica has been cycling for five
years and is quickly rising to the
top. She really enjoys cycling
because of its competitive, yet
fun, nature: “The times are very
tight but it is very exciting to be
able to compare yourself against
others,” she says.
In October, the Street
Velodrome races will be aired
on BT Sport, and you will be
able to get to know the pro
riders, like Jessica, and amateur
riders alike.
To find out more about the
Street Velodrome, or if you are
interested in getting involved
with the competition yourself,
visit www.streetvelodrome.co.uk
or see Jessica!
ALIX SLADDIN 9 Glover and
HOLLY EVANSON 9 Routledge

QUEENS OF THE COPYCATS
In early March, we set off to
Newcastle Central Station
and took a train to Glasgow.
Fortunately, we had been
successful in our audition for
CBBC’s ‘Copycats’ and were
soon to be on the production
set! For those who are not
familiar with the programme,
‘Copycats’ is a competition for
young people where teams
of six contestants participate
in a series of both physical
and intellectual challenges
and endeavour to beat the
opposition.
After a day of settling in,
we excitedly headed to BBC
Scotland. Our chaperone
gave us badges and took us
up to the makeup, hair and
costume rooms where we
got ready to be filmed. Soon
after, we met Sam and Mark
– the presenters – (when they

walked into the studio someone
from the other team cried with
happiness!). They shared the
plan of action for the day and
then the filming began.
Our first challenge of the day
was ‘Quick on the Draw,’ where
one person was given the task
of drawing a mysterious object.
In our case, headphones! Then,
each person along the line had
to try and mimic the drawing
without fully understanding
what it was that they were
drawing. Finally, the 6th
contestant, waiting patiently at
the end of the row, had to guess
what the object was.
Next, it was the turn of
‘Mime Time;’ this involved
responding quickly to a
prompt card and acting out a
particular movement. For us,
we anxiously tried our hand

at sleep walking! Again, each
person in the team had to
mimic the initial movement,
and it was the job of the person
at the end of the row to guess
successfully what our aimless
wandering was meant to
represent!
After a few more quick-fire
rounds, we successfully made
it to the final. But, did we
succeed? To find out, keep
your eyes peeled for the
next episodes of the popular
children’s programme!
SOPHIA BEADLE and
HANNAH BEESTON 7 Scott and
HANNAH EVANS 7 Gardner
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BRONTË AFTERNOON TEA

This year, on 21 April, it was
the bicentenary of Charlotte
Brontë’s birth. As she is one of
the most prominent Victorian
female writers, it was only
fitting that we celebrated with
a similar theme. And so, it was
obvious that we should hold
a sitting of afternoon tea for a
select group of pupils. To win
a place in the festivities, all you
had to do was design a book
cover for the eldest Brontë
sister’s world-renowned classic
– Jane Eyre.

Once the winning book
covers had been chosen, their
designers sat down in the
library to enjoy a delicious
banquet on fine china. The
appetizing meal consisted
of Madeleines, a choice of
cucumber or ham sandwiches
(with the crusts sliced off, of
course!), a variety of cupcakes,
scones complete with clotted
cream and jam, and Victoria
sponge cake, all washed down
with many, many cups of tea.

This was all accompanied by
music of the period, which
somehow ended up morphing
into piano covers of Disney
songs. Overall, the whole
event was full of finesse and
sophistication – a perfect fit for
the celebration of two hundred
years since Charlotte Brontë’s
birth.
EMILY LYNCH 9 Lloyd

Do introverts make the best leaders?

On Thursday 4 February, after most people had gone home for the day, a fierce debate raged on in
the library. The motion? “Introverts make the best leaders.”
Rachel McClelland (11 Robson) and I argued for the motion, with arguments including the
suggestions that introverts are more likely to think things through and can often more effectively
support those they are leading. Gabrielle Larkin (12 Simblet) and Victoria Walls (11 Teasdale) formed
our worthy opposition. They stated that extroverts are more charismatic, and more likely to act than
spend too much time thinking and over-analysing.
The heated debate roared on for 45 minutes, with both sides making a series of compelling points,
and some interesting questions and contributions from the audience. In the end, however, the
opposition was victorious, with the general consensus being that while introverts are capable of
good leadership, they are not intrinsically better.
TILLY SOFTLY 12 Roberts
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AN INSPIRATION

On 15 June, a group of Year
10 students received the
fantastic opportunity to meet
famous poets John Agard and
Grace Nichols - familiar from
their GCSE English Literature
anthologies. They had come
to Newcastle University to give
readings of their work at a
poetry workshop in the Great
North Hancock Museum.
The whole enterprise was
centred on a poetry anthology
called Out of Bounds,
showcasing black and Asian
poets living in Britain, with the
theme of place and identity.
Students were inspired by
the museum exhibitions and
discussed their place in the
world and how they view
themselves, before starting to
write their own poems.
A tech team from the University
had created an app with our
input and suggestions prior
to the day; we had previously
spent time voting on names
and logos. It was very exciting
to see our pieces of poetry
appear on the two-storey digital
screen as we uploaded them to
the app!

In the museum we talked to
John Agard, who gave us his
own perceptions of language,
saying that “poetry is finding
the right words in the right
order”. His reasoning behind
the inspiration for many of his
poems added a very profound
spin on the way we perceive
everyday things for inspiration.
After speaking to Mr Agard
himself, he left us inspired
to take aspects of the most
mundane things and combine
words to create something
thrilling and beautiful, oozing
with depth and meaning. In
the afternoon, we were also
fortunate to listen to and
interact with Grace Nichols who
has based her poems on her
love of traditional books and
way of learning from her place
of origin, Guyana. This affects
the way she explores Britain and
the excitement she discovers on
her journeys, like the Angel of
the North!
The day was organised by a
committed team of teachers,
poets, editors and technology
experts who are really keen
for us all to stay involved in
the process of creating digital
resources for the anthology and
sharing our experiences and
poems on the app. All of us
felt very fortunate to have been
part of the beginnings of this
enterprise!

Newcastle
The sky is as black as the coal,
Once mined by men young
and old,
To be sent away far to be sold,
A fiery shield against Britain’s
cold.
Many lives were lost in the
mine,
Not far from the depths of the
Tyne,
The lost souls are now far
from fine,
Watching their city relegated
another time.
Our coal industry, an
amazing feat,
Now just a Greggs either side
of the street,
Just take a quick look and
save yourself the hassle,
Remember our great city and
don’t bring coal to Newcastle.
JAMES FERRY
10 Wood
MIA WEATHERILL 10 Milburn,
ELLIE BROCKHURST
10 Schneider
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LIGHTING UP LIVES
In early April, 28 Year 9 students
travelled to Durham University
for the annual Science Festival.
Upon arrival, we were escorted
to the lecture theatre to learn
what the afternoon would
hold. It was safe to say that
it would be enjoyable for all.
The afternoon consisted of
four different activities which
showcased the different aspects
of science.
One of our activities was Power
Testing in Sport. This was
very interesting as we were
able to participate in our own
experiments. Kate Sowerby (9
Routledge) commented: “This
activity was my favourite. It was
something new and showed
me that science can open many
doors in the future.” We were
very excited about experiencing
science at a university, not just
here at school, and this activity
allowed us to engage in a field
of science that we are unable to
access in the classroom.
After a short break in the
afternoon, we readied ourselves
for some experiments with
lights. We entered a laboratory
and eagerly awaited our
lesson, hearing about the
different spectra of light and
observing many different light
experiments. This included
shining UV light on sunscreen
and lasers through a liquid. Alix
6

Sladdin, (9 Glover) remarked:
“I really enjoyed this activity
because I learned some really
cool things about light, and got a
glow stick!”
The afternoon, as well as being
fun, showcased science in ways
we had not seen it before. A lot
of the activities had specialist
equipment and facilities so

we experienced things that no
secondary school could provide.
It enlightened us about different
careers in science which enabled
us to realise that we could use
science in many more ways than
we had initially thought.
BETH WILLIAMSON 9 Parkinson
and JACK WALMSLEY 9 Glover

SCINTILLATING SCIENCE
In early March, the Science
Department offered a range of
great opportunities that allowed
everyone to experience the fun
side of science. This included
the whole of Year 7 gathering in
the Lecture Theatre to gasp in
awe at the array of experiments
for ‘Demo Day.’ Each teacher
explored a part of the subject
that they’re particularly
passionate about. Miss
Teasdale helped students to
discover the topic of disgusting
digestion, while the Van der
Graaf Generator entertained
with the literally hair-raising
experiments. Sophy Kay (7
Stewart) commented: “It was
very interesting learning about
the different aspects and seeing
the different experiments.”

Every night throughout Science
Week, Science club provided
bonus experiments for pupils
of all ages to get involved
in science beyond the
classroom. Mr Osman
hosted explosive
chemistry,
Miss Clegg
presented
disgusting biology and Miss
Milburn discussed the science of
space. On Friday, guest speaker
Mr Wade came into College to
give a very engaging talk about
his career in fire protection and
how science is used in that
industry.
KEZIA BELL and HOLLY
EVANSON 9 Routledge

Do you work in Science, Technology, Engineering or Maths
(STEM)? Would you be interested in enthusing and inspiring
young people to study STEM subjects by doing talks and
activities? If so, then you can sign up as a STEM Ambassador.
For more information and to sign up, please go to:
http://www.stemnet.org.uk/ambassadors/
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After finding out in February
that I was one of ten students
to be chosen for a visit to South
Africa, I immediately adopted a
new mind-set. All I could think
about was the trip; however,
in order to get there, I had to
raise £1,800. All of my family
and friends were so supportive,
helping out with car boot
sales, raffles and a race night
that was organised by myself
and three friends. Time flew
at an ever quickening pace.
Even though my parents were
understandably worried about
me being on another continent
for two weeks without them,
they knew how life-changing
this experience would be for
me.
18 June finally arrived. I set my
alarm at 2.30 am and excitedly,
albeit tiredly, made my way to
Newcastle Airport. Altogether
there were ten
students and
three teachers:
Mr Bourn, Mrs
Lisk and Mr
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Lisk. As we said goodbye to our
parents, it finally kicked in that
we were actually going. We
flew first to Schiphol Airport,
Amsterdam, and then had an
11-hour flight to Tambo Airport,
Johannesburg. It was late when
we arrived on Saturday evening,
but we were greeted warmly
with pizza and chocolate. It
was an early night for us all as it
had been a long day.
Sunday arrived and we

had to be at Christ Church,
Midrand, for 9.00 am. We
were introduced by Bishop
Martin and spent time talking
and having lunch with a group
of like-minded travellers and
volunteers.
The hard work started
on Monday. We were
predominantly based in the
pre-school and primary school.
Six students spent their
time working in the
pre-school and the

four remaining
students, myself included,
volunteered in the primary
school. As part of our work
there, we planned geography
lessons, led Bible-study
sessions, and even gave our
own assembly – where we
performed an impressive
rendition of ‘The Three Little
Pigs’! The children loved
getting involved in a range
of activities both inside and
outside of lessons – particular
favourites were singing songs
with us and completing the
colouring activities that we had
brought for them.
At first, I was anxious to see
how the children would behave
around us: after all, we were
strangers to them. However,
as soon as we walked into the
school grounds they crowded
around us, offering an endless
supply of hugs and affection.
The children studying at
Nokuphila were given a place at
the school because they fulfilled
certain criteria; essentially, they
came from some of the worst
backgrounds in the area. Most
of the children lived nearby
in the township of Tembisa.
Quite often, they would come
into school without shoes and
wearing worn and ragged
uniforms. Despite this, their

HEART OF AFRICA
During the course of our
visit, we also got the amazing
opportunity to visit the land we
bought to build a new school!
The LoveTrust Emmanuel
project will allow even more
underprivileged children access
to a good education.
This trip has changed my life. It
really has put into perspective
how lucky we are. The

positivity and enthusiasm just
blew me away. It was difficult
to comprehend, and massively
humbling to see that these
children could be so happy and
full of joy when they had so
little.
One of the more difficult
moments of the visit was saying
goodbye to all of the children
on our last day. I fought hard
to hold back the tears as they
filled my arms with cards
and pictures. Some of
them didn’t understand
that we were going
home, which made
the experience all the
sadder.

The CCM group really made
our trip special. They gave us
the opportunity to see an array
of memorable sights, including
a tour of Tembisa. Our tour
guide, Blaque, was a member
of the church and took us to
visit where he grew up; we
were also treated to a visit to
his grandma’s house! However,
some of the sights in the
township were heart-breaking;
houses which looked more
like tin shacks, cramped living
conditions, and people on the
street begging for money were
just some of the devastating
effects of poverty that we
witnessed.

whole trip was an emotional
rollercoaster; there were
obviously times when I cried or
felt homesick – not to mention
the strain of living in a lodge for
two weeks with 13 people! But,
undoubtedly, it was worth it!
BETHANY DUNN
12 Greenshields
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BACK TO THE BIG BANG IN BIRMINGHAM
On the morning of 15 March,
four students from Team
Revolution were anxiously
awaited awaiting a long
four-hour journey south
to Birmingham for the Big
Bang National Science and
Engineering competition at
the NEC Arena. Representing
Emmanuel College were
budding engineers Sam
Endean (10 Heptinstall), Jack
Spreadbury and Max Chau (10
Joshi), and Roshan Beadle (10
Schneider).

doors to see the attractions and
exhibits. On that day alone,
approximately 17,000 people
were inside the NEC. After a full
day of judging, we arrived back
at the hotel for an early night.

be revealed. Finally, the results
were in. We were awarded
with the prestigious ‘Highly
Commended’ award, which
equates to third place in the
country in our field.

After more intense judging, it
was time for the results to be
revealed. Was all of our hard
work and months of preparation
worth it?

The whole team is indebted to
the Technology Department for
their support, encouragement
and expertise. It was truly an
unforgettable experience.

We nervously awaited the
winners from our category to

SAM ENDEAN
10 Heptinstall

When we arrived in Birmingham
at the NEC, we assembled our
show stand to promote our
product. We went back to
the hotel to get an early night
as we knew that tomorrow
we were going to have a big
day. The next morning, we
woke up bright and early for
what we all knew was going
to be a long day. We arrived
at the NEC at 8.00am and had
our first judging session in 30
minutes, so we used this time to
fine-tune our script. At exactly
8.15am, the doors opened and
hundreds, (no, thousands!) of
people flooded through the

RACING AHEAD OF THE GAME
In recent months, four
Emmanuel College students
participated in an event at
Nissan, Sunderland. After
six months of concerted
preparation and many minor
adjustments, the fabulous
foursome were hoping that their
car design would conquer in the
F1 competition.

The talented competitors
consisted of Year 9’s Kirk Boyd (9
Glover), Zak Mudie (9 Milburn),
Lauren Francis and Alex
Lowdon (9 Lloyd). The team
was consolidated through their
equally powerful and resilient
personalities.
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Altogether, the team worked
exceptionally hard: Kirk on
engineering, Alex on the
Portfolio, Lauren as Team
Manager and Zak as designer.
Despite a number of difficulties
which were encountered when
it came to grouping ideas, the
team worked tremendously
hard to overcome the obstacles
that faced them and create a
stronger, more secure team.
Initially, the car design was
created out of foam before they
delivered it to Nissan for scrutiny
and manufacturing. The
computer program ‘Autodesk’
proved very helpful when it

came to creating the portfolio
and the design of the car.
When they arrived at their
destination, it was apparent that
they were the youngest team
within the whole competition.
They were competing with older
students with more experience
in the field; however, they were
determined to take the wheel
regardless. Out of the 20
schools competing, they came
sixth in the race, fourth overall,
and came home with improved
knowledge and improvements
for their next design.
KEZIA BELL and
HOLLY EVANSON 9 Routledge

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE...

On Wednesday 23 March the
Sixth Form was treated to an
incredible display of talent in the
final of the annual Performing
Arts Competition. It’s an event
that’s always greatly anticipated,
and it did not disappoint, with
countless acts wowing the
audience.
Throughout the afternoon,
spectators were impressed by
a huge array of performances,
including Drew Norris with his
spellbinding magic act, Emma
Padgett’s interpretive dance and
Matthew Fairhurst (coming to us
via pre-recorded video!) giving
a dramatic reading of Beowulf.
A member of the audience,
Isabella Bosanko, commented:
“The whole event was great fun!
Every act did us proud and I still
have Ben Marshall’s ‘Fly Me to
the Moon’ in my head weeks
later. Well done everyone!”

Musical acts have always been
a favourite at Performing Arts,
and this year was no different.
The talent on display included
‘Summer of 69’ sung by Lewis
Bush, Ayeisha Colligan and
Aratee Kumari, and a selfcomposed piece written by
Alexander Walls which was
inspired by John Milton’s
‘Paradise Lost’. Additionally,
Elizabeth Calvert’s rendition
of ‘Can’t Help Falling in Love’
and the performance of ‘All I
Want’ by Holly Ip and Alyssa
Howells were both beautiful and
emotional.
The discerning eyes
of Mr Sims, Mrs
Wells and Mrs Green
judged competitors,
and the latter even
managed to get
involved in Ben
Marshall’s performance
herself, being asked to
dance and inadvertently
nearly hitting Mr Steer in the
head with her flying shoe!
But there can only be one
winner, and this year the
Performing Arts trophy
went to Bronwyn Riani, who
sang an original song while
accompanying herself on the
guitar. Robyn Watt commented,
“every act deserved to win but
Bronwyn was truly an amazing
singer”, and Mrs Green
enthused that the highlight
was “watching a student I teach
blow the audience away with her
beautiful voice”. The equally
well deserved second-place
position went to Ben Marshall,
while Drew Norris came
in third place, meaning
a victory for Corinthians
House overall.
Bronwyn herself was thrilled to

win, saying: “I always wanted to
do well in Performing Arts. I saw
Phillipa Barber in the competition
when I was younger and wanted
to enter with the guitar.” An
ambition of hers for the future
would be to go into song
writing, and she commented: “I
want to be like Beyoncé in terms
of pushing the boundaries in the
future, but I still want to maintain
that ‘sing-alongin-the-car’ aspect
of music that’s so
important to people’s lives.”
The competition was a
fantastic way to showcase
the school’s talent and a
brilliant end to a busy
term.
CHARLOTTE SEFTON
12 Simblet
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BIDS AND ASKS, BIDS AND ASKS!
On 20 April, G Conomics and his Year 12 economists travelled
to the new multi-million-pound business school at Durham
University where we spent the afternoon working with
Professor Jason Shachat, Professor of Experimental
Economics.
We were warmly greeted by
the Professor who then led us
to one of the seminar rooms
which are normally reserved for
use by postgraduate students.
We knew the Prof meant
business, pardon the pun, when
we saw that he had already
arranged a seating plan for the
afternoon’s activities. After a
brief introduction from the Prof
about his experiences teaching
in China and the USA, we set to
work.

to accept. G Conomics only
just managed to record the
bids and asks using the Prof’s
bespoke software, while Mr
Robson undertook the role of
a student in the experiment.
The Prof used the software to
demonstrate how we, as buyers,
were attempting maximise
our consumer surplus, and,
as sellers, were attempting to
maximise our producer surplus.
Two very abstract economic
concepts brought to life.

The first practical activity
required us to take on the
role of buyers and sellers in a
hypothetical market place. The
Prof was the auctioneer in this
fast-paced practical experiment
and, to this day, we still recount
fondly, his rapid-fire requests for
‘Bids and Asks’. This experiment
really made us think about how
buyers determine the maximum
price they are willing to pay
and how sellers determine the
minimum price they are willing

The second activity developed
an A2 concept called Game
Theory which is related to
behavioural economics. After
some discussions of Game
Theory, we were each asked to
write down a number between
1 and 100, and a prize was
offered to the person whose
number was closest to half of
the median number of all the
results. The key to success in
this experiment was to predict
how rationally everyone in
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the class would behave. To
our surprise, Joseph Hall (12
Armour) won the prize.
The afternoon concluded with a
tour of DUBS where we had the
opportunity to ask questions
and acquire some prospectus
material. Observing the
university students working in
their lectures and seminars gave
us a real insight into university
study.
We would like to thank Professor
Shachat for being such a
generous host, and look forward
to working with him next year.
MOHAMMED HUSSAIN
12 Farrelly

DÉFI DE MOTS
Earlier this term, a group of eight hopeful Year 7 students eagerly anticipated
competing in the National French Spelling Bee.
In College, students from sets
1-4 competed in the annual
Spelling Bee where they had
to spell as many words as
they could in French. The
two highest achieving, and
undoubtedly fearless, spellers
then competed in a spell-off in
front of the rest of Year 7 in the
Lecture Theatre.
The eight finalists received
another 50 words and were
instructed to learn them by
heart. Under the careful
guidance of Mademoiselle
Allen and Monsieur Thierry,
students worked hard to
learn their words and ready
themselves for the next stage
of the competition, which
was to be held at Newcastle
University. After another
gruelling round, the College’s
final four representatives were
chosen. Hannah Hindmarsh (7
Hartley), Hijab Fattima (7 Scott),

Languages
Roadshow
Extravaganza!

On 14 April, students from
Year 9 Languages classes
experienced an amazing
languages extravaganza!
They learned about the
Italian, Mandarin and French
languages and cultures.
Student teachers from
Newcastle University came to
teach the five lucky sets!
The students learned
interesting phrases in Italian,
as well as the Italian culture
and Italian stereotypes. They
also learned about Italian
football and cuisine!

Sara Hussain (7 Hartley), and
Manesha Sundar (7 Gardner)
were selected to represent
Emmanuel.
After battling it out against
some fierce competition from
schools such as the Royal
Grammar School, Gosforth
Academy and Newcastle High
School for Boys, we were
sadly beaten. Regardless, the
whole experience was fantastic
and we thoroughly enjoyed
the challenging nature of the
competition.

While learning Mandarin,
the students heard about
the different ‘tones’ within
the language. If you say one
word, it can have several
pronunciations. The example
the students learned the
word ‘ma’. With different
pronunciations, the word ‘ma’
can mean: mother, horse, linen
or scold!
In French, the students had an
opportunity to expand their
French knowledge, as well as
learning about other languages.
They had a fun, action-packed
thirty minutes matching
countries with their languages,
and celebrities with the
languages that they speak. They

SARA HUSSAIN 7 Hartley and
NAFISAH ISLAM 7 Scott

also learned about the top ten
languages in the world. The
top language is Mandarin,
with English following at
third … 862,000,000 people
behind!
Everyone had a great time!
Aimee Chung said: “I had
a great time learning about
the different languages and
cultures!” Amy Richardson
added that she “really enjoyed
learning about the different
languages celebrities speak. I
found it fascinating learning
about the top ten languages in
the world”.
ALIX SLADDIN 9 Glover and
AMY RICHARDSON 9 Buckley
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The life of Miss Davies-Walters
is a mystery to many

DAVIES, WALTERS, SOLDIER, SPY?
Did you know that our very own
teacher of Science has met the
President of the United States?
None other than Barack Obama
himself! And did you know that
she has climbed half-way up
Mount Everest? Now have I got
your attention?!
Miss Davies-Walters started her
early career in the armed forces,
as a member of the British Army.
She was subjected to hours
upon hours of rigorous training
and fitness exercises. This lasted
for a period of seven years while
she served as a Communications
Officer.
Miss Davies-Walters admits
that she loved serving in the
army because it enabled her

MAKING
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC

On Thursday 28 April, students
of Emmanuel College delighted
guests with their many
beautiful, musical performances
in the Spring Gala Concert.
The audience was treated to
performances by the String
Ensemble, the Wind Band and
One Voice, with both the Senior
and Junior Choirs adding to
the music. These groups, and
many more, demonstrated
their incredible musical talent
through their recitals. A group,
new to the College’s Gala
Concert, was Grupo Alabanza.
They performed I Can Only
Imagine by Congahead. The
group wanted to show guests
the amazing addition that
14

to experience many once-ina-lifetime opportunities. Not
only has she met President
Obama, but she has also rubbed
shoulders with our very own
Prime Minister, David Cameron,
and she was even invited to one
of the Queen’s garden parties!
During that lovely afternoon
at Buckingham Palace, she was
given the opportunity to take
the Queen’s corgis for a walk
and eat the large amount of
leftover ice cream from the
party! “Every single day in the
army is different and unique from
any other day,” according to
Miss Davies-Walters. “You never
know what could happen!”
However, admittedly, there
were some disadvantages to her
commitment to the army. She
commented that it was hard to
percussion instruments make to
music, which added something
new to the whole evening. The
night was also embellished
with solos from the College’s
own students. One of these
gifted students was our very
own Head Boy, Seyi Adeniyi (12
Greenshields,) who executed
a breath-taking rendition of
John McCabe’s Jigaudon. He
later commented: “Every year,
it’s always a great pleasure to
be a part of the Gala Concert.
Especially this year! I thoroughly
enjoyed showcasing what the
trumpet has to offer on its own.”
The evening closed with two
pieces from the College’s
orchestra, with their rendition
performance of March: Folk
Songs from Somerset which was

miss a lot of important events
in her family’s lives, such as
birthdays and Christmases.
Miss Davies-Walters
decided to apply for a job at
Emmanuel College because
she had heard tales of the
College’s brilliant reputation …
and she looked forward to the
possibility of doing fun science
experiments. She also relished
the opportunity to come to
Gateshead and enthuse students
about the exciting nature of
Science.
Miss Davies-Walters leaves
Emmanuel this summer to
follow her fiancé who is leaving
the area. We shall miss her very
much.
MAX ABDULGANI 8 Cox
conducted by Alexander Walls
(13 Clegg.) With Alexander
completing his final year in
College, leading the orchestra
allowed him to leave his mark
in College history. Of course,
the entire evening would not
have been possible without help
from our incredible music staff.
With hours spent in rehearsals
and practices, the concert was
undoubtedly a huge success
and worth all of our hard work
and effort.
LUCY KAY 9 Routledge

LEWIS ENJOYS SUCCESS WITH THE MAGPIES!

Since the age of five, Lewis
McNall has been no stranger
to the football pitch, and
recently, no stranger to the
news headlines. Lewis, who
left Emmanuel after completing
his GCSEs in 2015, is currently
the ‘one to watch’ among the
young talent at Newcastle
United Football Club.
At the start of the current
season Lewis received a twoyear, full-time scholarship
from the club as a striker for
the under-18 team. Lewis has
quickly become a rising star
at Newcastle after scoring ten
goals in ten games from a
Number 9 position. Following
this, Lewis has recently been
given a promotion, and has
started several games in the
under-21 team. “I’ve been quite
lucky,” says Lewis, “since a lot
of the players have gone out on
loan, which has given me the
chance to be here.”
With his scholarship, which
supports him until he turns 18,
Lewis balances his training with
further education; he manages a
very packed schedule. Training
depends on when in the week
his match is, but typically he
trains about five times per week,
and studies for a BTEC in Sport

on his days off. He discusses
the high demands of his
routine, although it is no doubt
rewarding, especially with the
opportunity to practise sports
coaching at a local primary
school.

time from school to do this. “I
hugely respect the school,” Lewis
said, “it has given me a good
education, and really helped me
with my football. They were very
understanding when I needed
time off.”

As many of the club’s followers
will be aware, Lewis has been
rapidly gaining media attention
for his goal-scoring prowess.
This sudden taste of the
spotlight has come as a surprise,
although he appreciates its
benefits nonetheless. “The
attention is good, so people know
who you are, but I’d rather stay
out of the limelight,” he explains.
“I want to stay grounded and
not get distracted. All this could
make you think you’ve made it
already.” He also acknowledges
the drawbacks of his new career,
as he can’t see old friends as
much as he’d like to, and is
often away at weekends.
However, any hardship seems
worthwhile for the thrill of the
match, and Lewis enthuses
about the excitement of
stepping on to the pitch before
a game. To him, matches
are “the biggest way you can
show what you’re capable of”.
Scoring goals is, of course, the
most exciting part. His best
moment in football? “I scored
a hat-trick against Manchester
United at home earlier this
season. I didn’t even play that
well!” he laughs.

His parents have also played
a crucial role in helping Lewis
keep things in perspective; his
father, once a Gateshead player,
is a “role model”, he explains.
“He comes to all matches, and
gives me lots of advice” – not
just about football, but about
attitude. “I need to work hard,”
Lewis emphasises. “I’m nowhere
near where I want to be yet.”
For Lewis, this is just the
beginning. At the end of his
two-year contract, he will either
receive a one-year extension,
a professional contract or be
released to look at different
clubs. He speaks of the need
to “weigh up my options” and
maintain his backup plans,
but whatever the outcome,
the future looks bright. Lewis
enthusiastically declares, “I do
what I love every day”. With this
positive attitude and passion for
the game, maybe one day we’ll
see Lewis wearing the Number 9
shirt of his footballing hero, Alan
Shearer, in front of a crowd of
50,000 at St James’ Park.
CHARLOTTE SEFTON
12 Simblet

It’s clear that Lewis remains
grounded, crediting his former
teachers for their help and
understanding during his
progression through
the club’s ranks. He
often had to train
during the day, and
was given permission
on multiple
occasions to take
15

EN GARDE!
The Fencing British Championships with Zack Sefton

How long have you been
fencing for?
Around two and a half years,
since I started at Emmanuel.
How long after starting
fencing was it that you
competed in your first
competition?
It was Year 8. My coach sets up
Monkton competitions frequently;
I attended one of these events,
which basically gave me an idea
of what a real competition was
like. It was a good experience;
I learned a lot and have been
attending these competitions
frequently since.
How was it that you ended
up going to Sheffield for the
British Youth Championships?
Back in February, my coach
persuaded me to enter the
Regional Championships for the
North-East. I came third in the
region which was a very positive
experience! This meant that I
qualified for the British Youth
Championships on 2 May.
Were you daunted by how
little time you had to prepare
for this competition after the
regionals?
Not really, as my main goal was
to learn from the experience and
enjoy it.

THE CURRENT BALANCE
OF THE FUND IS :

£36,472.00
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How did you find the
competition itself?
I was rather overwhelmed by the
number of fencers there, but once
the competition was under way, it
began to feel a lot more like any
other one. Naturally, it was still
the hardest tournament I have
attended to date.
Did the skill level of the
opponents you were facing
daunt you at all?
I fought at least two people with
‘Great Britain’ on their back,
which means that they have
fought internationally for the
country. This made me quite
nervous, but I still went into each
match aiming only to do my best.

What was the overall result of
the competition?
I came 73rd out of 78, but I felt
that I had significantly exceeded
my own personal goals.
Anything you would like to
say to those in younger years
who are perhaps in a similar
situation to the one you were
in when you starting fencing?
I would say don’t be
disheartened if you don’t reach
your own initial goals. Keep
working at it and push yourself
that extra mile and you’ll surprise
yourself.
MATTHEW SHIELS 9 Cumming
and JAMES STRICKLAND
9 Routledge

